LogistiVIEW AUGMENTED REALITY & AI
DRIVING EFFICIENCIES THROUGHOUT THE
WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS JOURNEY
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RECEIVING

Sorting /
Palletizing

Mixed SKU
Consolidation

Reverse
Logistics

CONNECTED WORKFORCE PLATFORM

PUT-AWAY
Pallet

Case

Mixed
SKU

Hands free multi-barcode capture in a glance,
heads-up voice and/or visual instructions and
scan-less gesture control placement confirmation.

Mixed visual and voice cues deliver safe
directional navigation, AR overlays and visual
depictions ensure proper multi SKU put-away.

Capture more data, improve ergonomics,
faster inventory availability

Navigate quickly, access to mobile computing
on/off vehicle, increase speed and accuracy
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REPLENISHMENT

Let-Downs

Break-Pack

Cycle Count
/ Audit

ORDER PICKING

Case /
Pallet Pick

Piece Pick
/ Put

NonConveyables

Intuitive visual and voice instructions simplify
complex tasks, validated input and remote
coaching, hands-free work.

Augmented Reality overlays, voice input and
confirmation, gesture controls, and hands-free
product handling.

Always on continuous learning, guaranteed
process compliance, faster performance

Flexible automation, simplified training,
fast and accurate multi-modal picking

Contact us today: info@logistiview.com | 866.306.6769

www.logistiview.com/journey
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AUTOMATION INTERFACE
Goods
to Man

Robotics
Interface

6

Carousel
Interface

ORDER CONSOLIDATION

Exception
Handing

Kitting

Post
Sort

Intuitive human interface to complex automation
and robots, visual guidance, common simple
instructions across platforms.

Step-by-step data validation, pictures of
non-barcoded product, voice and gesture
confirmations, always on training.

Simplify processes, seamless human-robot
interface, fast and cost effective

Guarantee conformance, improve quality,
reduce errors, faster processing
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PACKING
Order
Packing

Value Added
Services

QA /
Audit

PALLETIZING / LOADING
Sort to
Pallet

Pallet
Build

Truck
Loading

Pictorial and visual guidance, OCR capture,
hands-free operations, mobile computing
stations.

Hands-free workflows, single glance multi
barcode capture, geo-targeted placement
affirmation, visual pallet build guidance.

Improve accuracy, increase revenue via VAS,
ship faster/cheaper, eliminate fixed workstations

Faster and safer pallet builds with less
training time, and confirmed loading

The Journey starts with the right platform.
LogistiVIEW Vision+ solutions for the connected warehouse worker.

Contact us today: info@logistiview.com | 866.306.6769

www.logistiview.com/journey

